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Euan has Aspergers and Social Anxiety, which has always
acted as a barrier for him progressing into work but one
year on from starting in the Online Shopping team at
Sainsbury’s, LEAP Stirling and Supported Employment
learner Euan is still loving his job. 

Euan came to the service in 2015 with no experience of
paid employment and worked closely with the team to
develop his skills. Through one–to-one support he explored
job goals, identified his transferable skills and developed
his CV and job applications. Euan also attended a variety
of courses including confidence building, interview
technique workshops, IT Classes and Job Clubs where he
thrived. Euan then attended and achieved a First Aid at
Work certificate and completed an ICT Level 5 qualification.
Additionally he attended external training opportunities and
work tasters including a Customer Service course
organised by Stirling Community Enterprise.

When the opportunity of employment arose with
Sainsbury’s Stirling Euan was keen to apply. An adapted
recruitment process was in place and Euan completed a
work trial instead of the traditional online screening and
interview process that Sainsbury’s normal used.

“With Euan, he’s achieved the
highest standards so quickly within

the workplace that he was
recognised by his peers who voted
him colleagues’ Colleague of the

Month. He continues to be helpful,
supportive and achieve excellent

standards of productivity. You
wouldn’t recognise the person he
has become. His confidence has

soared and he has been coaching
new members of staff to help them
learn and achieve the necessary
department targets successfully.
He is always keen to feedback
how his shift has gone. Always

keen to highlight areas
he has struggled with and asks
how he can improve. Euan has
been a joy to employ and work

with. It gives me great pride to see
how proud he is of his job and his
achievements with Sainsbury’s.”

eUAN'S STORY

Maggi Jones, Online Manager at Sainsbury’s Stirling,

This was an extremely
successful process and upon

completion of the trial Euan
was offered a part-time role.

With support from both the
Learning and Employability

team and the team at
Sainsbury’s Euan quickly

settled in to his new role and
continues to thrive to this day.
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